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Unit 4: Performance 

 

Assessed Performances 
The performance at A2 differs from that at AS in three crucial ways: 
 

1. It is twice the length (12-15 minutes) 
2. The benchmark level is grade 6/7 (rather than grade 5/6) 
3. The performance is a public recital 

 

The marking criteria give credit for playing accurately, in tune, with a good tone and with a 

high degree of musicality. If you play grade eight pieces in your recital when really you are 

more comfortable playing grade seven standard music (or seven when you are more 

comfortable with six), you will almost certainly get a lower mark than you deserve. 

Many students feel they need to take grade eight in year 13 and stretch themselves in 

order to do so. While this is certainly worthwhile, it is important that you carefully consider 

the impact upon your recital. 

Once you have thought carefully about the difficulty of the pieces you are going to play and 
whether or not you are going to use the same pieces for a graded exam you need to plan 
a programme that is the correct length (you lose 2 marks per 30 seconds under). Plan for 
at least 13 minutes of actual music to allow for rushing etc. 

There is a separate mark out of ten for overall musical impression (how well you 
communicate as a performer) and programme structure.. To get 8/10, for example, your 
programme needs to be “well considered” and to get 9/10 it needs to be “imaginative”. The 
following notes should help: 

 

 you must play a programme of music that displays sufficient contrast to display 
your abilities as a musician effectively. There is no requirement for contrast for 
its own sake, but you should not play, for example, only lyrical pieces or only fast, 
technical music. 

 play your pieces in a logical order – for example, it might be a good idea if the 
general level of energy is higher in the last piece you play, or if you sandwich a slow 
piece between two faster ones 

 it is permissible for your entire recital to be a number of movements from the same 
sonata or concerto 

 there is no need for your programme to have a theme (although if it did it might get 
an extra mark for being imaginative) 

 
If you have a second study instrument, think VERY CAREFULLY before deciding to 
include this in your programme. Unless you can play or sing as well as your first study, 
performing second study pieces will simply lose you marks. 
 
If you are a jazz musician, you might consider offering an improvised performance for one 
or more of your pieces. Such performances must be based on a written lead sheet or other 
stimulus.
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A2 Performance Schedule 
 

Friday 25th November 

Deadline for: 

 A2 Mock – Programme Submission 

 Photocopies of music* 

 CD with backing tracks (where used) 

 

w/c 9th January A2 Recital Mocks  
 

Friday 10th February 

Deadline for: 

 A2 Performance – Revised 
Programme Submission 

 Any additional copies of music 
needed if you programme has 
changed. 

 

Saturday 6th & Sunday 7th May A2: recital rehearsals  

w/c 8th May 
A2: recital evenings (parents and friends 
welcome) 

 
* Photocopies need to be submitted as follows: 

 Singers – two photocopies of your music 

 Pianists, guitarists, keyboardists and drummers – one photocopy of your 
music 

 All instrumentalists needing a piano accompaniment – one copy of your 
accompaniment and one copy of your solo part 

 
 
These deadlines are in place to make sure that you get the best possible mark in this unit, 
which is worth 30% of your marks. Students not submitting forms and 
accompaniments on time will be considered as being behind in their work and put 
on Cause for Concern. 
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Useful Tips for A2 Recital Evenings 
The A2 recital evenings are a proper public concert, so you need to be smart and present yourself 
professionally. The visual aspect of performance is important for audiences so please bear the 
following in mind: 

 We will do a sound check before you play/sing so there is no need to make a grand 

entrance, but try not to slink onto the stage as if you are about to be tortured. 

 Take a few moments to compose yourself before you play – it will help both you and the 

audience focus. 

 Try to smile and look like you are enjoying yourself – you will also play better if you do. 

 Don’t grimace or look sulky if something goes wrong. Keep smiling and pretend that 

everything is fine and most people probably won’t notice. 

 If there are rests, look like you are enjoying the music. Don’t detract from the flow of the 

piece just because you are not playing – you might even smile at the accompanist! 

 Leave a decent pause after each piece before you relax – don’t ruin the atmosphere in the 

few seconds after the piece has finished by rushing to put the next piece up on the stand. 

 At the end of your recital (and between pieces if you like), acknowledge applause 

graciously with a small bow and thank your accompanist with a gesture and a smile. 

 Your performance is not over until you have left the stage by the side door – keep a 

professional demeanour and save celebration or obvious despair until afterwards. 

What time should I 
arrive? 

The evening starts at 7.00 You need to arrive half an hour before in 
order that you have checked everything is ready and had some time to 
relax before it starts. 
 

What should I wear? Smart clothes (no jeans), but no need for black concert clothes. Make 
sure that you are comfortable when playing your instrument. 
 

Who can I bring? Whoever you like – family and friends. It is expected that your guests 
will come to the whole evening. 
 

Is the recital 
continuous? 

The recording must be continuous, but it is perfectly acceptable to take 
your time between pieces, retune, drink some water etc. 
 

Should I listen to 
other candidates? 

You and your supporters are expected to stay for the whole evening, 
but you should leave the hall one or two recitals before you play so that 
you can warm up in one of the practice rooms. 
 

Do I need to 
announce my 
pieces? 

You are welcome to talk before and/or between your pieces, but there is 
no requirement to do so as the audience will be provided with a 
programme. 
 

What time will it 
end? 

The evenings should be over by around 9.30 and there will be wine and 
nibbles afterwards. 
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Unit 4 Assessment Criteria 
Your performance is first given a mark out of 40. To get 36 or more your performance must 
be impressive and imaginative’, which means that you are in complete control of 
‘technique, style and interpretation’. In addition, a listener should get the impression that 
you have really made sense of the piece as a whole and made it your own. Once this 
‘holistic’ mark has been awarded, your performance is then given a mark out of eight in 
five separate areas. If the sum of these marks is different to the holistic mark, the examiner 
has to find a way of reconciling the two. The five categories are as follows: 
 
Quality of outcome 
This mark is for overall interpretation of the piece and how well you communicate it to the 
audience. You need to play a piece very fluently and confidently to get a good mark here – 
struggling through a piece that is a bit too hard will score very poorly. 
 
Pitch and rhythm 
This mark is given for the accuracy of your performance. To get six or more out of eight 
there can only be a ‘few small errors’, so it is important that your performance is very 
polished. 
 
Fluency and tempo 
You are awarded marks for the extent to which you manage to keep going and also for 
playing the music at the right speed (including handing any changes of speed effectively). 
To get six or more there needs to be ‘no significant hesitation’ with the piece played at the 
right speed. 
 
Tone and technique 
This mark is awarded for the extent to which you are in control of your instrument or voice. 
The tone quality needs to be good and (except for pianists and drummers!) you need to be 
in tune except for ‘a few slightly out of tune notes’ in order to score six or more. If you are 
stumbling over or gabbling faster passages and if you are unable to sustain a nice tone at 
the top and bottom of the range then you will not score highly here. 
 
Phrasing, articulation and dynamics 
You are awarded marks for the expressive details of your performance. At the very least 
you need to follow all the dynamic markings as well as instructions such as staccato or 
accents that are written into the music. It is also important that you shape phrases and 
give them a sense of direction. To get the highest marks you need to be both imaginative 
(going beyond the markings) and appropriate (but not playing Bach like Brahms!) in your 
use of articulation and dynamics. 
 
Finally, you are given a mark out of ten for the performance as a whole (to give a total of 
50 marks). You are awarded marks for the overall musical impression, an imaginative 
programme and thorough planning.


